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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe following concept was introduced by Orlicz in 5 and was used in
 w x.the theory of Orlicz spaces cf. 3, 4, 6 .
w .Let 0 - s F 1. A function f : R ª R where R s 0, ` is said to beq q
s-con¨ex in the first sense if
f a u q b ¨ F a s f u q b s f ¨ 1.1 .  .  .  .
for all u, ¨ g R and a , b G 0 with a s q b s s 1. We denote this class ofq
functions by K 1.s
w xWe recall some results from 2 about the s-convex functions in the first
sense.
THEOREM 1.1. Let 0 - s - 1. If f g K 1, then f is non-decreasing ons
 .  .  .0, ` and lim f u F f 0 .uª 0q
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The above result does not hold in general in the case of convex
functions, that is, where s s 1, as the convex function f : R ª R need notq
be non-decreasing nor non-negative. If 0 - s - 1, then the function f g K 1s
 . w .  w x.is non-decreasing in 0, ` but not necessarily on 0, ` see 2 .
From known examples of s-convex functions one can build up other
s-convex functions using the following composition property.
THEOREM 1.2. Let 0 - s F 1. If f , g g K 1 and if F : R2 ª R is as
non-decreasing con¨ex function, then the function h : R ª R defined byq
h u s F f u , g u , u g R .  .  . . q
1  4is s-con¨ex in the first sense. In particular, if f , g g K , then f q g, max f , gs
g K 1.s
Another way of generating functions which are s-convex in the first
 w x.sense is embodied in the following theorem see 2 .
w . w .THEOREM 1.3. Let 0 - s - 1 and let p : 0, ` ª 0, ` be a non-
decreasing function. Then the function f defined for u g R byq
f u [ usr1ys.p u .  .
belongs to K 1.s
We also consider the following class of functions which was considered
by Orlicz in the theory of Orlicz spaces.
DEFINITION 1.4. A function f : R ª R is said to be a w-function ifq q
 .f 0 s 0 and f is non-decreasing and continuous.
Some other examples of s-convex functions in the first sense are given
 w x.by the following theorem see also 2 .
THEOREM 1.5. If F is a con¨ex w-function and g is a w-function from
1 1  .  s.K , then the composition F( g belongs to K . Also h u [ F u belongss s
to K 1.s
In this paper we will introduce the class of s-Orlicz convex functions
defined on s-Orlicz sets in a linear space. Some discrete inequalities of
Jensen's type will also be obtained.
2. s-ORLICZ CONVEX SETS IN LINEAR SPACES
We start with the following definition.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a linear space and s g 0, ` . The set K : X
will be called s-Orlicz con¨ex in X if the following condition is true:
 . s sso x, y g K and a , b G 0 with a q b s 1 imply a x q b y g K.
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Remark 2.2. If s s 1, then by the above definition we recapture the
concept of convex sets in linear spaces.
Note that every cone in X, that is, any subset K : X with the proper-
ties,
 .k1 x, y g K imply x q y g K ;
 .k2 x g K, a G 0 imply a x g K
 .is s-Orlicz convex for every s g 0, ` .
The following theorem generalises a standard result about convex sets.
 .THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a linear space and s g 0, ` . For a gi¨ en subset
K : X, the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i K is s-Orlicz con¨ex;
 . sii For e¨ery x , . . . , x g K and a , . . . , a G 0 with a q ??? q1 n 1 n 1
a s s 1 we ha¨e that a x q ??? qa x g K.n 1 1 n n
 .  .Proof. ii « i . This is obvious.
 .  .i « ii . We will prove by induction over n g N, n G 2. For n s 2, the
argument follows by the Definition 2.1. Suppose that the statement holds
for all 2 F k F n y 1. Let x , . . . , x g K and a , . . . , a G 0 with a s q1 n 1 n 1
??? qa s s 1. If a s ??? s a s 0, then a s 1 and thus a x qn 1 ny1 n 1 1
??? qa x g K.n n
Suppose that a s q ??? qa s ) 0 and consider:1 ny1
a a1 ny1
b s , . . . , b s .1 ny11rs 1rss s s sa q ??? qa a q ??? qa .  .1 ny1 1 ny1
Then b s q ??? qb s s 1.1 ny1
Let x s b x q ??? qb x . By the induction hypothesis we have1 1 ny1 ny1
that x g K.
Now, a simple calculation shows that
a x q ??? qa x1 1 ny1 ny1 1rss sa x q ??? qa x s a q ??? qa q a x .1 1 n n 1 ny1 n n1rss sa q ??? qa .1 ny1
s b x q a x ,n n
 s s .1r s s s s s swhere b s a q ??? qa . As b q a s a q ??? qa q a s 1,1 ny1 n 1 ny1 n
and x ??? x g K it follows that b x q a x g K and the theorem is thus1 n n n
proved.
Next we generalise the concept of a convex hull.
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 .THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a linear space, s g 0, 1 , and K : X a nonempty
set. Denote
n n
sco K [ a x : a G 0, a s 1, x g K , n G 2 . .  s i i i i i 5
is1 is1
 .Then co K is s-Orlicz con¨ex and will be called the s-Orlicz con¨ex hull ofs
the set K.
 .Proof. Let x, y g co K , then x, y can be represented bys
n n




sy s b y with b G 0, y g K , and b s 1, m G 2. j j j j j
js1 js1
Consider a , b G 0 with a s q b s s 1. Then
n m mqn
a x q b y s a a x q b b y s g z ,  i i j j k k
is1 js1 ks1
where
g s aa , . . . , g s aa , g s bb , . . . , g s bb1 1 n n nq1 1 nqm m
and
z s x , . . . , z s x , z s y , . . . , z s y .1 1 n n nq1 1 nqm m
We have
nqm
s s s s s s s sg s a a q ??? qa q b b q ??? qb s a q b s 1 .  . k 1 n 1 n
ks1
 .which shows that a x q b y g co K and the statement is proved.s
Remark 2.5. There exist convex sets in linear spaces which are not
 .  4s-convex for some s g 0, ` _ 1 .
2 2 2 .  . 4Consider K s B 0, 1 [ x, y g R N x q y F 1 . We will show that
K is not 2-Orlicz convex.
 .  . 2 2 2 2Let X s a, b , Y s c, d with a q b s 1, c q d s 1 and ac, bd )
2 2 0. Consider a , b ) 0 with a q b s 1. Then a X q b Y s a a q bc,
.a b q bd .
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We have
2 2
a a q bc q a b q bd .  .
s a 2 a2 q b2 q b 2 c2 q d2 q 2ab ac q bd .  .  .
s a 2 q b 2 q 2ab ac q bd .
s 1 q 2ab ac q bd ) 1 .
thus X, Y g K but a X q b Y f K for all a , b ) 0 with a 2 q b 2 s 1 and
then K is not 2-Orlicz convex.
 .  4Remark 2.6. There exist s-Orlicz convex sets with s g 0, ` _ 1 which
are not convex.
2 2’ .  . < < < < 4’a Consider the set K [ x, y g R : x q y F 1 ; R . Let
 .  . 1r2X s x , y g K, X s x , y g K, and let a , b G 0 with a q1 1 1 2 2 2
b 1r2 s 1. Then
< < < < < < < <x q y F 1, x q y F 1’ ’ ’ ’1 1 2 2
which imply
1r2 1r2 1r2< < < <a x q a y F a and’ ’1 1
1r2 1r2 1r2< < < <b x q b y F b’ ’2 2
and then
1r2 1r2 1r2 1r2 1r2 1r2< < < < < < < <a x q a y q b x q b y F a q b s 1.’ ’ ’ ’1 1 2 2
But we know the inequalities
1r2 1r2< < < < < < < < < <a x q b x G a x q b x G a x q b x’ ’ ’ ’1 2 1 2 1 2
and
1r2 1r2< < < < < < < < < <a y q b y G a y q b y G a y q b y’ ’ ’ ’1 2 1 2 1 2
which give by addition that
< < < <a x q b x q a y q b y F 1.’ ’1 2 1 2
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As
a X q b X s a x q b x , a y q b y and .1 2 1 2 1 2
< < < <a x q b x q a y q b y F 1’ ’1 2 1 2
1 2we deduce that a X q b X g K, i.e., K is -Orlicz convex in R . Now, it1 2 2
is clear that K is not convex as A, B g K but the segment AB is not
included in K.
 .  . 2 2 2 4b Now, consider the set K[ x, y g R : x qy G 1 . Put X sq 1
 .  . 2 2x , y g K, X s x , y g K, and a , b G 0 with a q b s 1. Then1 1 2 2 2
x 2 q y2 G 1 and x 2 q y2 G 1 which give us1 1 2 2
a 2 x 2 q b 2 x 2 q a 2 y2 q b 2 y2 G a 2 q b 2 s 1.1 2 1 2
Also we have
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2a x q b x q a y q b y G a x q b x q a y q b y G 1 .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
which give us a X q b X g K, i.e., K is 2-Orlicz convex. Now, it's clear1 2
that K is not convex as A, B g K but the segment AB is not included
in K.
3. s-ORLICZ CONVEX MAPPINGS IN LINEAR SPACES
Let X be a real linear space, s a fixed positive number, and K : X a
s-Orlicz convex set in K. It is natural to consider the following class of
functions.
DEFINITION 3.1. The mapping f : K ª R will be called s-Orlicz con¨ex
on K if for all x, y g K and a , b G 0 with a s q b s s 1 one has the
inequality
f a x q b y F a s f x q b s f y . 3.1 .  .  .  .
Note that for s s 1 we recapture the class of convex functions.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f : K ª R be a s-Orlicz con¨ex mapping on the
«  .   . 4s-Orlicz con¨ex set K and j g R so that f j [ x g K : f x F j is
«  .nonempty. Then f j is a s-Orlicz con¨ex subset of K.
«  . s sProof. Let x , x g f j and a , b G 0 so that a q b s 1. Then1 2
f x F j and f x F j .  .1 2
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which imply that
a s f x F ja s and b s f x F jb s .  .1 2
and thus
f a x q b x F a s f x q b s f x F a s q b s j s j .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
«  .which show that f j is a s-Orlicz convex subset of K.
The following is an inequality of Jensen's type.
THEOREM 3.3. Let K be a s-Orlicz con¨ex subset in the linear space X and
f : K ª R a mapping defined on K. The following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i f is s-Orlicz con¨ex on K ;
 . n sii For e¨ery a G 0 such that  a s 1 one has the inequalityi is1 i
n n
sf a x F a f x 3.2 .  . i i i i /
is1 is1
for all n G 2.
 .  .Proof. ii « i . This is obvious.
 .  . ni « ii . The fact that  a x g K for all n G 2 follows by Theoremis1 i i
2.3.
We will use induction over n G 2.
If n s 2, then the inequality is obvious by the Definition 3.1.
Suppose that the above inequality is valid for all 2 F k F n y 1.
Let x , . . . , x g K and a , . . . , a G 0 with a s q ??? qa s s 1. If a s1 n 1 n 1 n 1
 .??? s a s 0 then a s 1 and the inequality 3.2. is obvious. Supposeny1 n
that a s q ??? qa s ) 0 and put1 ny1
a a1 ny1
b s , . . . , b s .1 ny11rs 1rss s s sa q ??? qa a q ??? qa .  .1 ny1 1 ny1
Then b s q ??? qb s s 1 and, obviously b x q ??? qb x g K. Us-1 ny1 1 1 ny1 ny1
ing the inductive hypothesis we also can state
f b x q ??? qb x F b s f x q ??? qb s f x . .  .  .1 1 ny1 ny1 1 1 ny1 ny1
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Now, we observe that
n a x q ??? qa x1 1 ny1 ny11rss sf a x s f a q ??? qa q a x . i i 1 ny1 n n1rss s /  /a q ??? qa .is1 1 ny1
a x q ??? qa x1 1 ny1 ny1s sF b f q a f x , 3.3 .  .n n1rss s /a q ??? qa .1 ny1
 s s .1r swhere b [ a q ??? qa . Note that this last inequality was ob-1 ny1
tained by Definition 3.1 in b and a as b s q a s s a s q ??? qa s qn n 1 ny1
a s s 1.n
On the other hand
a x q ??? qa x1 1 ny1 ny1
f s f b x q ??? qb x .1 1 ny1 ny11rss s /a q ??? qa .1 ny1
F b s f x q ??? qb s f x .  .1 1 ny1 ny1
a s f x q ??? qa s f x .  .1 1 ny1 ny1s .s sa q ??? qa1 ny1
 .Using the inequality 3.3 we get
n s sa f x q???qa f x .  .1 1 ny1 ny1s s sf a x F a q???qa qa f x . . i i 1 ny1 n ns s / a q ??? qa1 ny1is1
n
ss a f x . i i
is1
and the theorem is proved.
The following corollaries are different formulations of the above in-
equalities of Jensen's type.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let f : K : X ª R be a s-Orlicz con¨ex map and
p G 0 with P  s. [ n p s ) 0. Then for all x g K one has the inequalityi n is1 i i
n n1 1
sf p x F p f x . 3.4 .  . i i i i1rs  s. s. / PnP is1 is1n
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The proof is obvious by the above inequality choosing
pi
a s .i 1rs s.Pn
COROLLARY 3.5. With the abo¨e assumptions for f and x one has thei
inequality
x q ??? qx f x q ??? qf x .  .1 n 1 n
f F . 3.5 .1r s / nn
COROLLARY 3.6. Let f , K, x be as abo¨e and q G 0 with Q [ n qi i n is1 i
) 0. Then one has the inequality
n
1r sq x i i n1is1f F q f x . 3.6 .  . i i1r s QQ nn 0 is1
 .1r sThe proof is obvious by Theorem 3.3, choosing a s q rQ .i i n
Now, consider the functional
p x i i
igIs sQ I , p , f , x [ p f x y p f , .  . i i i 1rs /
sigI igI  0p i /
igI
where p ) 0, i g I, f is a s-Orlicz convex mapping on the s-Orlicz convexi
 .  .set K : X, x g K, i g I, and I is from P N , where P N denotes thei f f
finite subsets of the natural number set N.
THEOREM 3.7. Let f : K : X ª R be a s-Orlicz con¨ex mapping on the
 .  .s-Orlicz con¨ex set K, p ) 0 i g N and x g K i g N . Theni i
 .  .i for all I, J g P N with I l J s B, one has the inequalityf
Q I j J , p , f , x G Q I , p , f , x q Q J , p , f , x G 0, 3.7 .  .  .  .
 .that is, the mapping Q is superadditi¨ e on P N in the first ¨ariable; andf
 .  .ii for all I, J g P N withB / J : I one has the inequalityf
Q I , p , f , x G Q J , p , f , x G 0, 3.8 .  .  .
that is, the mapping Q is monotonic non-decreasing in the first ¨ariable on
 .P N .f
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 .  .Proof. i Let I, J g P N with I l J s B. Then we havef
Q I j J , p , f , x .
p x q p x i i j j
igI jgJs s ss p f x q p f x y p f .  .  i i j j k 1rs /
sigI jgJ kgIjJ  0p k /
kgIjJ
s ps f x q ps f x .  . i i j j
igI jgJ
1rssp p x i i i
igI igIsy p f k s 1rs / p k skgIjJ  0 p ikgIjJ  /
igI
1rssp p x j j j
jgJ jgJq s 1rsp k s 0 p jkgIjJ  /
jgJ
G ps f x q ps f x .  . i i j j
igI jgJ
sp p x i i i
igI igIsy p f k s 1rs / p k skgIjJ  0p ikgIjJ  /
igI
sp p x j j j
jgJ jgJq fs 1rsp k s 0p jkgIjJ  /
jgJ
p x i i
igIs ss p f x y p f . i i i 1rs
sigI igI  0p i /
igI
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p x j j
jgJs sq p f x y p f . j j j 1rs
jgJ jgJ s 0p j /
jgJ
s Q I , p , f , x q Q J , p , f , x .  .
 .and the inequality 3.7 is proved.
 .ii Suppose that J ; I with J / B and J / I. Then we know
Q I , p , f , x s Q J j I _ J , p , f , x G Q J , p , f , x q Q I _ J , p , f , x .  .  .  . .
whence we get
Q I , p , f , x y Q J , p , f , x G Q I _ J , p , f , x G 0 .  .  .
 .and the inequality 3.8 is proved.
With the above assumptions, consider the sequence
n
p x i in n
is1s sQ [ p f x y p f , n G 2. . n i i i 1rs / n
is1 is1 s 0p i /
is1
COROLLARY 3.8. With the abo¨e assumptions
Q G Q G ??? G Q G 0,n ny1 2
 4i.e., the sequence Q is non-decreasing and one has the inequalityn nG 2
p x q p xi i j js s s sQ G max p f x q p f x y p q p f G 0 .  .  .n i i j j i j 1rss s /1Fi-jFn p q p .i j
for all n G 2.
The proof is obvious from Theorem 3.7.
4. SOME INEQUALITIES FOR DOUBLE SUMS
We will start with the following lemma which will be used in the sequel.
LEMMA 4.1. Let f : K : X ª R be a s-Orlicz con¨ex map on the s-Orlicz
con¨ex set K and a G 0 so that n a s s 1. Let x g X, 1 F i, j F n.i is1 i i j
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Then one has the inequalities
n n
s s  4  4a a f x G max A , B G min A , B G f a a x , 4.1 .  . i j i j i j i j /
i , js1 i , js1
where
n n n n
s sA [ a f a x , B [ a f a x .   i j i j j i i j / /
is1 js1 js1 is1
 4Proof. Fix i g 1, . . . , n . Thus by Theorem 3.3 we can state
n n
sa f x G f a x . . j i j i i j /
js1 js1
Now, by multiplying by a s G 0 we havei
n n
s s sa a f x G a f a x . i j i j i j i j /
js1 js1
which gives, by addition, that
n n n n
s s sa a f x G a f a x G f a a x .   i j i j i j i j i j i j /  /
i , js1 is1 js1 i , js1
thus
n n
s sa a f x G A G f a a x . . i j i j i j i j /
i , js1 i , js1
The second part is proved similarly.
 .COROLLARY 4.2. With the abo¨e assumptions and supposing that x isi j
 4symmetric, that is, x s x for all i, j g 1, . . . , n , we ha¨e the inequalityi j ji
n n n n
s s sa a f x G a f a x G f a a x . 4.2 .  .   i j i j i j i j i j i j /  /
i , js1 is1 js1 i , js1
We now give some inequalities for double sums.
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THEOREM 4.3. Let f : K : X ª R be a s-Orlicz con¨ex map on the
s-Orlicz con¨ex set K and a G 0 such that n a s s 1. Then for all a ,i is1 i
b G 0 with a s q b s s 1 one has the inequality
n n
s s sa f x G a a f a x q b x .  . i i i j i j
is1 i , js1
n a q b x q x .  .i js sG a a f i j 1r s /2i , js1
n na q b
G f a a x . 4.3 . i i i1r sy1 /2 is1 is1
Proof. Note that, by the s-Orlicz convexity of f , for all x, y g K one
has the inequalities
f ax q b y F a s f x q b s f y .  .  .
and
f b x q a y F b s f x q a s f y .  .  .
which gives, by addition, that
f a x q b y q f b x q a y F a s q b s f x q f y s f x q f y . .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
4.4 .
Also, if in the definition of s-Orlicz convexity, we take a s 1r21r s and
1 11r s s sb s 1r2 , we have a q b s q s 1 and the inequality2 2
x q y f x q f y .  .
f F for all x , y g K1r s / 22
holds. By this inequality we conclude that
f a x q b y q f b x q a y a q b x q y .  .  .  .
G f .1r s /2 2
 .Now, by the inequality 4.4 , we can write
 4f x q f x G f a x q b x q f b x q a x for all i , j g 1, . . . , n . .  .  .  .i j i j i j
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If we multiply this inequality by a sa s G 0 and sum over i, j from 1 to n wei j
have
n n n
s s s s2 a a f x G a a f a x q b x q f b x q a x .  .  .  i i i i j i j i j
is1 is1 i , js1
n
s ss 2 a a f a x q b x . i j i j
i , js1
which gives us the inequality
n n
s s sa f x G a a f a x q b x .  . i i i j i j
is1 i , js1
 .and the first inequality in 4.3 is proved.
 .To prove the second inequality in 4.3 , we observe
f a x q b x q f b x q a x a q b x q x .  . .  .i j i j i jG f 1r s /2 2
 4for all i , j g 1, . . . , n .
If we multiply this inequality with a sa s G 0 and sum over i and j from 1i j
to n, we deduce
n n a q b x q x .  .i js s s sa a f a x q b x G a a f . i j i j i j 1r s /2i , js1 i , js1
 .which gives the second inequality in 4.3 .
 .  . . 1r sNow, using the inequality 3.1 for x s a q b x q x r2 we geti j i j
that
n a q b x q x .  .i js sa a f i j 1r s /2i , js1
n a q b x q x .  .i jG f a a i j 1r s /2i , js1
n n na q b a q b
s f a a x q x s f a a x .  i j i j i i i1r s 1r sy1 / /2 2i , js1 is1 is1
and the theorem has been proved.
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The following corollary is now clear.
COROLLARY 4.4. With the abo¨e assumptions for f , K, a one has thei
inequality
n n x q xi js s sa f x G a a f . i i i j 1r s /2is1 i , js1
n n
a a x i i in x q xi j is1 is1s sG a a f G f . i j 2r sy1 2r sy2 /2 2 0i , js1
Remark 4.5. If in the above theorem we assume that f is convex and
w xa s t, b s 1 y t with t g 0, 1 , we have the inequality
n n
a f x G a a f tx q 1 y t x .  . . i i i j i j
is1 i , js1
n nx q xi jG a a f G f a x , 4.5 . i j i i /  /2i , js1 is1
n w xwhere a G 0 and  a s 1, which is a result from 1 .i is1 i
The following result is another variant of Jensen's inequality.
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose that f , K, a , x , and a , b are as in Theo-i i
rem 3.3. Then one has the inequalities
n n n n n
s sa f x G a f a x q b a x G f a q b a a x . .    i i i i j j i i i / /
is1 is1 js1 is1 is1
4.6 .
Proof. By the s-Orlicz convexity of f one has
n n
s sa f x q b f a x G f a x q b a x .  i j j i j j /  /
js1 js1
 4 sfor all i g 1, . . . , n . If we multiply this inequality with a G 0 and sumi
over i from 1 to n we deduce
n n n n
s s s sa a f x q b f a x G a f a x q b a x . 4.7 .  .   i i j j i i j j /  /
is1 js1 is1 js1
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 .By Jensen's inequality 3.2 we have
n n n n
s s s s s s sb f a x q a a f x F b a f x q a a f x .  .  .   j j i i i i i i /
js1 is1 is1 is1
n
ss a f x . i i
is1
 .and the first inequality in 4.6 is proved.
 .The second inequality follows by Jensen's result 3.2 . Indeed one has
n n n
a f a x q b a x G f a a x q b a x   i i j j i i j j /  / /is1 js1 is1 js1
n n
s f a q b a a x i i i /
is1 is1
and the proof is finished.
In particular, we have following corollary.
COROLLARY 4.7. With the abo¨e assumptions for f , K, a , and x one hasi i
the inequality
n n
x q a x 1 q ai j j  in n n
js1 is1s sa f x G a f G f a x . .  i i i i i1r s 1r s2 2 0  0is1 is1 is1
Remark 4.8. If f is assumed to be a convex mapping in the classical
w xsense and if we choose a s t, b s 1 y t, t g 0, 1 , then from the above
 w x.theorem we get the result see 1
n n n n
a f x G a f tx q 1 y t a x G f a x , .  .   i i i i j j i i /  /
is1 is1 is1 is1
where a G 0 and n a s 1.i is1 i
Finally, we prove the following sequence of inequalities.
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nTHEOREM 4.9. Let f , K, x , a , a , b be as abo¨e and a [  a ) 0.i i is1 i
Then one has the inequalities
n xisa f q f x . i i /ais1
n x xi is sG a a f a q b x q f b q a x i j j j /  /a ai , js1
n n n
sG a f a x q b a x q f b x q a a x  i i j j i j j /  /
is1 js1 js1
n na q b
sG 2 a f x q a x i i j j1r s  /2is1 js1
na q b 1 q a .  .
G 2 f a x . 4.8 . i i1r s2 is1
Proof. By the s-Orlicz convexity of f we can state
x xi is sf a q b x F a f q b f x .j j /  /a a
and
x xi is sf a x q b F a f x q b f .j j /  /a a
 4for all i, j g 1, . . . , n .
Adding these inequalities we obtain
x x xi i i
f a q b x q f a x q b F f q f x .j j j /  /  /a a a
 4 sfor all i, j g 1, . . . , n . Multiplying this inequality by a G 0 and summingj
over j from 1 to n we get
n nx x xi i is sa f a q b x q f a x q b F f q a f x . . j j j j j /  /  /a a ajs1 js1
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 .By Jensen's inequality 3.2 we also have
n nx xi is sa f a q b x q a f a x q b j j j j /  /a ajs1 js1
n n
G f a x q b a x q f b x q a a x i j j i j j /  /
js1 js1
for all i s 1, . . . , n; and by the above inequalities we can state
n nx x xi i is sf q a f x G a f a q b x q f a x q b . j j j j j /  /  /a a ajs1 js1
n n
G f a x q b a x q f b x q a a x i j j i j j /  /
js1 js1
 4for all i g 1, . . . , n .
Now, if we multiply this inequality by a s G 0 and if we sum over i fromi
 .1 to n, we get the first and the second inequalities in 4.8 .
To prove the next inequality, we shall use the fact that
f a q f b a q b .  .
G f for all a, b g K1r s /2 2
which gives us
n n
f a x q b a x q f b x q a a x i j j i j j /  /
js1 js1
na q b x q  a x .  .i js1 j jG 2 f 1r s2
 4 sfor all i g 1, . . . , n . If we multiply this inequality by a G 0 and sum overi
 .i from 1 to n we deduce the third inequality in 4.8 .
The last inequality is obvious by Jensen's inequality
n na q b
sa f x q a x i i j j1r s  / /2is1 js1
n na q b
G f a x q a x i i j j / /2is1 js1
na q b 1 q a .  .
s f a x . i i1r s /2 is1
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Remark 4.10. If in the above theorem we assume that f is convex and
w xa s t, b s 1 y t, and t g 0, 1 , we obtain the following interesting refine-
ment of Jensen's classical inequality
n n
a f x G a a f tx q 1 y t x .  . . i i i j i j
is1 i , js1
n n1
G a f tx q 1 y t a x . i i j j /2 is1 js1
n
qf 1 y t x q t a x . i j j /
js1
n
x q a xi j jn n
js1G a f G f a x , i i i /2 0is1 is1
where a G 0 and n a s 1.i is1 i
5. APPLICATIONS
 .1. Let s g 0, 1 and p : R ª R be a non-decreasing function.q q
 . sr1ys.  .Then the function f : R ª R given by f u s u p u is s-Orliczq q
 .convex see Theorem 1.3 . Thus, using the above results we can state the
inequalities
 .sr 1ysn n n
s sr1ys.a x p a x F a x p x 5.1 .  .  i i i i i i i /  /
is1 is1 is1
and
 . . sr 1yssr 1ys n n n na q b a q b
a a x p a a x   i i i i i i1r sy1 1r sy1 /  /  /2 2is1 is1 is1 is1
 .sr 1ys  .n sr 1ysa q b x q x a q b x q x .  .i j i js sF a a p i j1r s 1r s 1r s / /  /2 2 2i , js1
n n
 .sr 1yss s s sr1ys.F a a a x q b x p a x q b x F a x p x . .  . i j i j i j i i i




 .  .sr 1ys sr 1ysn n n n
a q b a a x p a q b a a x   i i i i i i /  /  /
is1 is1 is1 is1
 .sr 1ysn n n
sF a a x q b a x p a x q b a x  i i j j i j j /  /
is1 js1 js1
n
s sr1ys.F a x p x , 5.3 .  . i i i
is1
where a G 0 are such that n a s s 1 and x G 0, i g N, a , b G 0,i is1 i i
a s q b s s 1.
 . w . w .  .Now, if we choose in 5.1 , p : 1, ` ª 0, ` , p x [ ln x and a G 0i
n s n   4.with  a s 1,  a x G 1, and x G 1 i g 1, . . . , n we getis1 i is1 i i i
 n . sr1ys. a xn nis1 i i
s sr1ys.a xi ia x F x . . i i i / is1is1
w . w .  . pIf we consider f : 0, ` ª 0, ` , f x [ x , where p ) 0, then by
 .4.1 we have
 .pqsr 1ysn n
s pqsr1ys.a x F a x i i i i /
is1 is1
n s   4.for all a G 0 with  a s 1 and x G 0 i g 1, . . . , n .i is1 i i
 .  .Similar results can be stated using the inequalities 5.2 and 5.3 .
 .2. If F is a convex w-function and s g 0, 1 , then the mapping
w .  .  s. w . h : 0, ` ª R, h u [ F u is s-Orlicz convex on 0, ` see Theo-
.rem 1.5 . By the above inequalities we can state
sn n
s sF a x F a F x . i i i i /
is1 is1
and
ss n na q b
F a a x i i i1r sy1 /  /2 is1 is1
s sn a q b x q x .  .i js sF a a F i j 2i , js1
n n
ss s s sF a a F a x q b x F a F x . . i j i j i i
i , js1 is1
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and
s sn n
F a q b a a x i i i /  /
is1 is1
sn n
sF a F a x q b a x i i j j /
is1 js1
n
s sF a F x , . i i
is1
respectively, where a G 0 with n a s s 1, x G 0, a , b G 0, and a s qi is1 i i
b s s 1.
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